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Abstract 

The d-simplex equations are multidimensional generalizations of the Yang-
Baxter (triangle) equations. We discuss the algebraic structure of the hierar
chy of the cf-simplex equations and their relevance to the notion of quantum 
and classical integrability. A multidimensional generalization of the notion of 
lax pair is given. 

1. The development of a genuinely multidimensional notion of integrability is one of 
the major outstanding problems in the theory of integrable systems.In this note we 
wish to report on the developments of a program of study of Integrable Systems in 
dimensions higher than two that we initiated in [lj.One of the main idea, from our 
point of view, is that the notion of integrability is intimately linked to the question of 
the possibility of constructing an overdetermined, but solvable, system of equations 
in a given dimension which does not reduce trivially to a lower dimensional one. On 
the other hand, it is well known that the Yang-Baxter (triangle) equations axe the 
fundamental building blocks in the theory of two-dimensional Integrable Systems [2]. 
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Therefore, it is natural, if one is interested in extending the algebraic structure 
of Integrable non-linear Systems to dimensions higher than two to consider the 
possibility of generalizing the Yang-Baxter equations. Such a generalization exists. 
It was proposed by Zamolodchikov in 1980 for the case d = 3[3] and extended to 
arbitrary d in ref. [4]. From their very nice geometrical nature, these equations are 
called the (/-simplex equations. 

The idea we wish to put forward in this note is that it is useful to consider the 
complete hierarchy of the J-simplex equations in order to get an insight into the 
algebraic structure of its individual members. In particular, we will show how this 
hierarchy develops and how this concept that underlies the logical construction of 
the hierarchy step by step is also useful when trying to generalize the notion of 
classical integrability and of linear system for higher dimensional Integrable Models. 
A more detailed description of our ideas and results may be found in refs. [5-6]. 

2. Our starting point will be a (very brief) description of the (^simplex equations. 
They can be written as: 

5(1) * 5(2) * . . . * 5(*+i> = 5(^+1) * . . . * 5(2) * 5(1) ( ^ 

where each object S^ is a tensor acting as a linear operator in the tensor product 
of d vector spaces, i.e., 5(*> = Sidf. Now, the product in eq.(l) is such that every 
£(*) is connected, via a usual matrix product, to each of the other S^\j ^ k, once 
and only once. So, eq.(l) expresses that such a product of (d + 1) operators is the 
same when reversing at the same time all these products. Hence, eq.(l) may be seen 
as a generalization of matrix commutativity for multiple indices objects[5,6]. In 
addition, each objects^' is depending on d continuum parameters, ' f1' — 1 being 
independant in eq.(l), (see refs. [5,6] for more details). Let us give some examples 
of eq. (1) for d = 1,2,3(SM = A,S& = B, etc.): 

d = 1 : A*.B}

k = B^.A3

k (commutativity condition) 

d = 2 : 4 ^ .Bj£ .C™ = C%> . *££ .Aj f t (Yang - Baxter equation) 

J _ •» . Akik2k3 r>jiktki f-ihj\k* rihhh _ r>fc»fc»*« rt^%^*H nfcu'u's \hiih 
a — 3 . A i l i a i 3 .Okliti» •ufcjfc«;«-L'fc,fcsA8 — "isiiU -^iaukt •I3iik4kB-Ak1kaki 

(Zamolodchikov equation) 
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Our main purpose now is to describe the principle that enable us to generate the 
(d + l)-simplex equation from the d-simplex equation. Let us consider (d + 1) 
collections of objects a *SW that can be coupled as in the r.h.s. of eq.(l), but that 
have an additional index **. We will now suppose that these tensors do not verify 
the d-simplex equation (1) but rather that there exists a tensor, say i^"«*di+\ that 
describes the breaking of eq. (1) for the objects " l S W in the following way: 

fl£i--fl*+i ,«i5(i) * . . . *«**+! s ^ + 1 ) = ***» 5 ( d + 1 ) * • • • *& 5*1) (2) 

where the sum over a i , i = 1, • • •, d + 1 is understood. If Ra\»-a££x = ^ • • • 6£*+J 
(identity tensor), eq. (2) would reduce to eq. (1). However, in general, if R is not 
the identity tensor, it describes a non-trivial breaking of the relation (1). Then it is 
possible to show that, requiring the associativity of operator product in eq. (2), the 
tensor Rat'"S^t has to satisfy the (d + l)-simplex equation [6]. The most simple 
example is given by the breaking of the 1-simplex (commutativity) equation that 
leads to the Yang-Baxter (2-simplex) equation as compatibility condition. From 
another point of view, eq. (2) leads to the generalization of the braid group for 
higher dimensional objects[6]. 

3. The concept of "breaking" we have just developed is, in fact, very suggestive, and 
it is possible along this line of thinking to generalize the notion of Lax equations 
for higher dimensional classical Integrable Systems. For simplicity we will only 
consider lattice models here, and restrict ourselves to the case d = 3 even though 
our construction works recursively for any d. In two dimensions the Lax system 
reads: 

<j>l{m, n) = Li(m, n)<j>{m, n) (3) 

where I — 1,2, Li is a matrix depending on the fields and on a spectral parameter, 
and <f>(m,n) is a solution of the Lax linear system (3) at a point (m,n) on the 
two-dimensional lattice. The upperscript will denote a shift in direction I, namely 
^(771,71) = <f>(m+i,n) and ^( m , n ) = <£(m,n+i)- In the following the site index (m,n) will 
be omitted. The compatibility condition for eq. (3) is given by: 

Xf •Le = L\rLi (4) 

The "breaking" principle we developed in section 2 tells us now that what to do to 
construct the d = 3 generalization of eqs. (3,4). We define new objects L^l — 1,2,3 
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that are tensors, each acting on the tensor product of two spaces rather than being 
usual matrices as before. We now suppose that eq. (4) is no longer satisfied for such 
objects, but that there exists a new tensor xw that describes the breaking of this 
relation: 

te&(^')^(^^=(4);;(^& (5) 
This is our proposal for a d = 3 generalization of the Lax equations on a lattice[6]. 

Then using the * product of eq. (1) it is possible to write the compatibility condition 
associated to eq. (5): 

Xw * Xti" * Xt'i" = xiv * Xu» * Xw ( 6 ) 

The products between the x BM the same as in the Yang-Baxter equation (<£ = 
2), but, now, because the x a r e depending on fields defined on a three-dimensional 
lattice, the shifts ( upper indices ) axe non trivial. Indeed, eq. (6) realizes a gauging 
of the usual Yang-Baxter equation, and hence of the quantum group associated to 
it[7]. 

4. To conclude, we wish to emphasize that our central generating principle for 
both aspects of multidimensional integrability we have briefly treated here, consists 
in the concept of "breaking." It is useful to note that in particular, this new con
cept provides us with a systemmatic way of constructing the d-simplex equations 
hierarchy together with generalization of the two-dimensional Lax equations in any 
dimensions. 
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